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8 Voluntary work (What would you 
like to do for the larger community? 
For example, voluntary or charity 
work or political activity?)

I’d like to do more to help 
others in a charity for health 
anxiety or for obsessive 
compulsive disorder and  
raise money for them.

9 Health/physical well-being 
(What is important to you in how 
you act for your physical health?)

Eating a healthy diet and 
taking exercise.

10 Mental health (What is 
important to you generally in how 
you look after your mental health?)

I’d like to be better at 
managing my stress at the 
end of the working day.

Now try to define your own valued directions in life.

ExErCisE 4.1: undErstAndinG 
your vAluEs

Area Valued direction

1 Intimacy (What is important to 
you in how you act in an intimate 
relationship? What sort of partner 
do you want to be? If you are not 
involved in a relationship at present, 
how would you like to act in a 
relationship?)

2 Family relationships (What is 
important to you in how you want to 
act as a brother/sister; son/daughter; 
father/mother or parent-in-law? If 
you are not in contact with some of 
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your family members, would you like 
to be and how would you act in such 
a relationship?)

3 Social relationships (What is 
important to you in the way you 
act in the friendships you have? 
How would you like your friends 
to remember you? If you have no 
friends, would you like to have some 
and what role would you like in a 
friendship?)

4 Work (What is important to you 
in your work? What sort of employee 
do you want to be? How important 
to you is what you achieve in your 
career? What sort of business do you 
want to run?)

5 Education and training (What is 
important to you in your education 
or training? What sort of student do 
you want to be? If you are not in 
education, would you like to be?)

6 Recreation (What is important 
to you in what you do to follow 
any interests, sports or hobbies? If 
you are not following any interests, 
what would you ideally like to be 
pursuing?)

7 Spirituality (If you are spiritual, 
what is important to you in the way 
you want to follow a spiritual path? If 
you are not, would you like to be and 
what do you ideally want?)
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8 Voluntary work (What would you 
like to do for the larger community? 
For example, voluntary or charity 
work or political activity?)

9 Health/physical well-being 
(What is important to you in how 
you act for your physical health?)

10 Mental health (What is 
important to you generally in how 
you look after your mental health?)

11 Any other values that are not 
listed above

Source: Adapted from the ‘Valued Living Questionnaire’, Acceptance and 
Commitment Therapy (Guilford Publications, 2004) by Steven Hayes, 
Kirk Strosahl and Kelly Wilson.

You might like to think of your life as a garden, where check-
ing, worrying, safety-seeking and avoidance behaviours are 
the weeds that have taken root and probably grown over 
time. We hope that you will succeed in pulling up those 
weeds (sometimes even with the help of a little weedkiller 
in the form of medication) and will plant some desirable 
plants in the form of new or increased activities and interests 
and more helpful ways of coping. Now you need to think 
about maintaining the garden, which of course means con-
tinuing to ‘pull up’ safety-seeking and avoidance behaviours, 
worry and the catastrophic misinterpretations that maintain 
health anxiety. One of the best ways of reducing the chances 
of weeds growing back is to make sure you pull them up 
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